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QUESTION 1

What is the first step in addressing the issue of Regulatory Compliance? 

A. Identifying owners for regulation-related controls 

B. Clearly and consistently documenting corporate policies, including mapping those policies to industry regulations 

C. Implementing a policy lifecycle maintenance process 

D. Testing corporate controls to identify current gaps in compliance 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Data Driven Events can be used to trigger a number of different layout effects, based on a user\\'s interaction with other
fields in the application. 

Which of the following actions can be triggered by a Data Driven Event? 

A. Generate an email notification 

B. Create a new record 

C. Delete a record 

D. Set multiple dates in one date field 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the overall goal of IT Security Risk Management? 

A. To catalog IT risks 

B. To reduce the risk of today\\'s security threats, poor security practices, and operational security compliance failures 

C. To give the SCA confidence in the organization\\'s breach response procedures 

D. To reduce bottlenecks in threat analysis 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

If a group is associated with an access role and the group contains sub-groups, how will the associated access role
affect the sub-groups 
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A. The sub-groups will be associated with the access role 

B. The sub-groups will not be associated with the access role 

C. The sub-groups will be inactivated 

D. The sub-groups will be removed from the group 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

On the Manage Workspaces page, what does selecting the "Configure Display Order" link allow an administrator to do? 

A. Alter the left to right order of workspaces as they appear across the top of the system 

B. Alter the layout of iViews as they appear on a dashboard 

C. Alter the left to right order of dashboards underneath a specific workspace 

D. Alter the layout of iViews as they appear on a workspace 

Correct Answer: A 
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